
All the products (shown here) may not be available at the store. Please contact the staff  
or look at www.IKEA.com for more information. For more detailed product information,  
see the pricetag and the Internet. All units require assembly.

Buying guide

MORABO
Seating series

Parts
Armchair
Footstool
Chaise longue add on unit
Footstool with storage 
2-seat sofa
3-seat sofa
3-seat sofa with chaise longue
4-seat sofa with chaise longue
Corner sofa, 5-seat
Corner sofa, 6-seat

 
Choice of cover

Choice of legs

Fixed cover

Leather and
coated fabric

Read more in  
the guarantee brochure.

The elegant MORABO sofa series can easily be adapted to your home 
and your life. Choose the number of seats, shape and functions. If the 
family grows and the needs change, you can add to your sofa and let 
it grow with you. Choose a cover in leather and coated fabric, or in 
fabric – and choose if you want sofa legs in wood or metal. Matching 
sleeves for the legs are included.

This soft and welcoming sofa will last a long time since the seat 
cushions are filled with high resilience foam that gives good support 
for your body and quickly regains its original shape when you get 
up. Practical functions, plenty of combination possibilities and slim 
dimensions make the series easy to furnish with, regardless of what 
your home looks like.
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All parts and prices
Overall size: Width × Depth × Height.

Metal legs Wood legs

Armchair
91×92×81 cm

Grann/Bomstad black 393.165.98 €000 393.166.02 €000
Grann/Bomstad dark beige 093.174.05 €000 893.174.06 €000
Grann/Bomstad  golden-brown 993.174.77 €000 193.174.76 €000
Grann/Bomstad grey-green 593.178.46 €000 393.178.47 €000
Grann/bomstad white 993.179.53 €000 793.179.54 €000
Gunnared dark grey 793.183.07 €000 593.183.08 €000
Gunnared light green 793.183.26 €000 593.183.27 €000

Footstool
65×77×47 cm

Grann/Bomstad black 193.166.03 €000 693.166.05 €000
Grann/Bomstad dark beige 493.174.13 €000 293.174.14 €000
Grann/Bomstad  golden-brown 393.174.75 €000 693.174.74 €000
Grann/Bomstad grey-green 993.178.54 €000 693.178.55 €000
Grann/bomstad white 293.179.61 €000 093.179.62 €000
Gunnared dark grey 893.183.16 €000 693.183.17 €000
Gunnared light green 193.183.34 €000 893.183.35 €000

Add on chaise longue unit
78×158×81 cm

Grann/Bomstad black 193.177.73 €000 193.178.53 €000
Grann/Bomstad dark beige 393.178.52 €000 693.177.75 €000
Grann/Bomstad  golden-brown 293.166.74 €000 793.166.76 €000
Grann/Bomstad grey-green 293.174.09 €000 093.174.10 €000
Grann/bomstad white 693.179.59 €000 493.179.60 €000
Gunnared dark grey 393.183.14 €000 093.183.15 €000
Gunnared light green 593.183.32 €000 393.183.33 €000

2-seat sofa
166×92×81 cm

Grann/Bomstad black 293.166.12 €000 893.166.33 €000
Grann/Bomstad dark beige 393.174.56 €000 593.174.55 €000
Grann/Bomstad  golden-brown 893.177.55 €000 693.177.56 €000
Grann/Bomstad grey-green 493.178.56 €000 293.178.57 €000
Grann/bomstad white 293.179.75 €000 093.179.76 €000
Gunnared dark grey 493.183.18 €000 293.183.19 €000
Gunnared light green 693.183.36 €000 493.183.37 €000

3-seat sofa
206×92×81 cm

Grann/Bomstad black 093.166.70 €000 693.166.72 €000
Grann/Bomstad dark beige 893.174.54 €000 093.174.53 €000
Grann/Bomstad  golden-brown 493.177.57 €000 293.177.58 €000
Grann/Bomstad grey-green 093.178.58 €000 893.178.59 €000
Grann/bomstad white 793.179.73 €000 593.179.74 €000
Gunnared dark grey 093.183.20 €000 893.183.21 €000
Gunnared light green 293.183.38 €000 093.183.39 €000

3-seat sofa with chaise longue
244×92/158×81 cm

Grann/Bomstad black 093.166.08 €000 693.166.72 €000
Grann/Bomstad dark beige 993.174.15 €000 093.174.53 €000

Grann/Bomstad  golden-brown 093.177.59 €000 293.177.58 €000

Grann/Bomstad grey-green 693.178.60 €000 893.178.59 €000
Grann/bomstad white 893.179.63 €000 593.179.74 €000
Gunnared dark grey 693.183.22 €000 893.183.21 €000
Gunnared light green 893.183.40 €000 093.183.39 €000

4-seat sofa with
chaise longue
284×92/158×81 cm

Grann/Bomstad black 193.166.41 €000 993.166.42 €000
Grann/Bomstad dark beige 593.174.17 €000 393.174.18 €000
Grann/Bomstad  golden-brown 693.177.61 €000 493.177.62 €000
Grann/Bomstad grey-green 093.178.63 €000 293.178.62 €000
Grann/bomstad white 393.179.65 €000 193.179.66 €000
Gunnared dark grey 293.183.24 €000 993.183.25 €000
Gunnared light green 493.183.42 €000 293.183.43 €000
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Metal legs Wood legs

Corner sofa, 5-seat
242/282×92×81 cm

Grann/Bomstad black 993.166.37 €000 793.166.38 €000
Grann/Bomstad dark beige 893.174.11 €000 693.174.12 €000
Grann/Bomstad  golden-brown 793.177.51 €000 593.177.52 €000
Grann/Bomstad grey-green 193.178.48 €000 993.178.49 €000
Grann/bomstad white 493.179.55 €000 293.179.56 €000
Gunnared dark grey 193.183.10 €000 993.183.11 €000
Gunnared light green 393.183.28 €000 193.183.29 €000

Corner sofa, 6-seat with chaise longue
242/360×92/158×81 cm

Grann/Bomstad black 593.166.39 €000 393.166.40 €000
Grann/Bomstad dark beige 693.174.07 €000 493.174.08 €000
Grann/Bomstad  golden-brown 193.177.54 €000 393.177.53 €000
Grann/Bomstad grey-green 793.178.50 €000 593.178.51 €000
Grann/bomstad white 093.179.57 €000 893.179.58 €000
Gunnared dark grey 793.183.12 €000 593.183.13 €000
Gunnared light green 993.183.30 €000 793.183.31 €000

     
Leg, 16 cm.

MORABO leg, 4-p. 804.563.45 €000 204.563.48 €000

Good to know 

It is possible to place the chaise longue to the left or to the right whatever suits your needs the 
best. Choose between two legs options, birch or metal legs. Sleeves for the legs to match the 
cover are included.
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All parts and prices
Overall size: Width x Depth x Height.

Armchair
Overall size: 91×92×81 cm

Corner sofa, 6-seat with chaise longue
Overall size: 242/360×92/158×81 cm

Corner sofa, 5-seat
Overall size: 242/282×92×81 cm

3-seat sofa, with chaise longue
Overall size: 244×92/158×81 cm

2-seat sofa
Overall size: 166×92×81 cm

3-seat sofa
Overall size: 206×92×81 cm

4-seat sofa, with chaise longue
Overall size: 284×92/158×81 cm
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Good to know

1

2

MORABO in leather and coated fabric
MORABO leather sofa is a combination of our 1,2 mm thick 
grain leather called GRANN, which is a soft yet durable dyed.
through leather, and BOMSTAD coated fabric. Coated fabric has 
the look and feel of leather at a lower cost.

This is why IKEA often uses a combination of both, with leather 
on direct contacts areas such as seating surfaces and armrests 
(1), and coated fabric on other outer surfaces (2).

Grain leather
The natural variations in the hide are visible, as the leather 
is treated with only a light colour coating for protection. The 
leather will acquire a beautiful patina over time. It’s also easy to 
care for – just vacuum regularly with the soft brush attachment 
on your vacuum cleaner. 

Coated fabric
Coated fabric is a fabric material with a coating, which can be 
embossed to look like leather. It’s a strong and durable material 
and very easy to care for – just vacuum the surface using the 
soft brush attachment on your vacuum cleaner and wipe with a 
damp cloth.

Durability
All our different leather and coated fabrics have been treated to 
protect them and make them easy for you to look after. All have 
also been tested and approved for tear strength, flexibility and 
colour fastness, so you can be sure you will enjoy your new sofa 
or armchair for many years to come.

Our fabrics have been tested
At IKEA we test the fabric covers on our sofas and armchairs 
so you can be sure they’re durable. The fabric’s ability to resist 
abrasion is tested by using a machine to rub it against another 
fabric while applying firm pressure. A fabric that can take 15,000 
cycles is suitable for furniture that must withstand everyday life 
at home – and if it can take more than 30,000 cycles, it is very 
resistant to abrasion. All fabrics are sensitive to sunlight, which 
is why we also check that our fabrics resist fading effectively.

Durable in different ways
Tough tests are an important way to check the durability of our 
fabric covers, but they don’t tell the whole story. Durability also 
depends on materials, construction and manner of use. Heavy, 
tightly woven fabrics with a flat surface are most resistant to 
abrasion. Fabrics with a mixture of natural and synthetic fibres 
can withstand abrasion better than fabrics with only natural 
fibers. Yarn.dyed fabrics are more durable than fabrics with 
printed patterns. And a dirty cover wears out faster than a clean 
one. The fabric is also affected by how you use your sofa of 
course.

Washing instructions
Resistance to
abrasion (cycles)

Light. 
fastness (1–8)

Gunnared cover is made of dope-dyed Gunnared fabric in polyester. It is a durable fabric with 
a wool-like feel, a warm look and a two-toned melange effect. 100% Polyester. 

Machine washable at 40°C 50.000 6
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